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MRS. MALE’s
CLASS
February 4-8, 2019
dmale@fhacademics.org
Website:
www.mrsmalesclass.com
8:30 Greet/Pledge

MONDAY

District website:
https://msfp.fountainhillsscho
ols.org/

CLASS LIST IS POSTED
ON THE NEXT TO LAST
PAGE↘

💟
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

PTO Gala is 2/23/19 - join
the fun! There’s still
time to donate to the 5th
grade basket - send in
donations by 2/6/19,
please.

Mid-quarter grades close this Friday.

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

2:10P EARLY DISMISSAL

MATHEMATIC
S
8:45-10:07
Find the
Course1
Saxon math
book:
http://my.hrw.c
om

The Highly Proficient student can
find a missing vertex of a polygon
on a coordinate plane given other
vertices.
Task 1: MP7. “Look for and make
use of structure”. Use known
vertices and distances to
determine unknowns.
The Highly Proficient student can
use absolute value to find the
distance between two points with
the same first or second
coordinate in real-world context.
Task 2: Finding the distance
between two points - in class.
Practice: Complete the
polygon on each Coordinate
Plane (5.M.G.A.03)

10:10-10:25

RECESS

SELF-CORRECT HMWK
Test for Mastery, CFA:
6.M.G.A.03 - The Highly
Proficient student can find a
missing vertex of a polygon on
a coordinate plane given other
vertices.
Review: translation, reflection,
rotation.
The Highly Proficient student
can recognize in real-world
problems that when two
ordered pairs differ only by
sign then the locations are
related to reflections over one
or both axes.

8:40-9:50
Hand-in HMWK
The Highly Proficient
student can use absolute
value to find the distance
between two points with
the same first or second
coordinate in real-world
context. Task:Review
finding distance on a
coordinate
plane.:https://youtu.be/Zb
WzawYBpD4
Practice: Coordinate
Graphing; Calculating
missing vertices and
distances worksheet.

Practice: Create a Rangoli
Design on a Coordinate
Plane using transformations
(remember: (0,0) must be
your center point)

RECESS

9:50-10:05: RECESS

SELF-CORRECT HMWK
The Highly Proficient
student can recognize in
real-world problems that
when two ordered pairs
differ only by sign then the
locations are related to
reflections over one or
both axes.
Task: Share Rangoli
Designs from Tuesday.

SELF-CORRECT HMWK

Test for Mastery: NS.C.06b;
NS.C.08.: Location and Distance
using Absolute Value in
Coordinate Plane Geometry

Practice: Saxon 108,
Geometric
Transformations.
Notes: define:
Transformation, reflection,
translation, rotation;
complete a-f in notebook.
pg. 561-565 Homework:
#1-30.

RECESS

RECESS*
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STEAM/TECH
10:26-11:16

RELA/
READING,
GRAMMAR, &
WRITING
11:18-12:38

:20 Silent
Reading

10:07-10:48A

The Highly Proficient student can
analyze complex cause and
effect relationships and
interactions between individuals,
events, or ideas, providing
evidence based on specific
information in the text.
Task/Info: Review the concept of
Cause & Effect Relationships.
By the end of the year,
proficiently and independently
read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and
poetry, in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures
appropriate to grade 5.
https://www.paulreverehouse.org/
longfellows-poem/
Task/ Lit: Analyze Cause & Effect
Relationships in poetry, ‘The
Midnight Ride of Paul Revere’ .
Cause & Effect Thinking Map.

Tentative: 12:10p-12:30p: KID
COURT

By the end of the year,
proficiently and independently
read and comprehend
informational text, including
history/social studies, science
and technological texts, in a
text complexity range
determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures
appropriate to grade 5.
Task Info: Analyze
Informational Text, the real
story of Paul Revere’s Ride.
https://www.paulreverehouse.o
rg/the-real-story/
5.R.RL.10: By the end of the
year, proficiently and
independently read and
comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and
poetry, in a text complexity
range determined by
qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grade
5.
Task Lit: Using ‘My Brother
Sam Is Dead’, Ch.1-10, create
a graphic organizer that
identifies at least 12 Cause &
Effect strands which
significantly form the rising
story.

The Highly Proficient
student can determine
and analyze the meaning
and effect of advanced
grade level vocabulary
words and phrases in a
text.
Team Task: Using
knowledge gained from
contemporary text,
analyze Paul Revere’s
own (primary source)
account of his ride. Use a
Cause & Effect graphic
organizer to identify your
findings.
https://www.paulrevereho
use.org/reveres-own-wor
ds/

The Highly Proficient
student can analyze
complex cause and effect
relationships and
interactions between
individuals, events, or
ideas, providing evidence
based on specific
information in the text.
Task/Info: Read &
respond to Readworks
selection, “Children of the
Storm:” in Google
Classroom.

The Highly Proficient student can
write an informational text to
thoroughly examine a topic using
relevant facts, definitions, concrete
details, quotations, or other
information and examples related to
the topic.
With some guidance and support
from adults, use technology,
including the internet, to produce
and publish writing as well as to
interact and collaborate with others;
demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills in order to
complete a writing task
The Highly Proficient student can
create and apply ratio reasoning to
solve real-world problems including
those involving percent or
conversion of measurement units.

Begin Revolutionary War
Researched Scale Model and
Presentation (annotated script
and highly visual slides).
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12:40-1:15

1:20-2:12

2:15-3:05

LUNCH/RECESS

LUNCH/RECESS

SPECIALS

SPECIALS

Successmaker, Study Session
Extra Help: MP1/Painting
Problem

Successmaker, Study Session
Extra Help: 5th Gr. Bnchmrk II

12:05-12:40 Early
Release
LUNCH/RECESS

12:45-1:25
SPECIALS
Study Session
2:05 Release

LUNCH/RECESS

LUNCH/RECESS

SPECIALS

SPECIALS

Successmaker, Study
Session
Extra Help: TBD.

Kid Court

Mon-Thursday: Evaluating and comparing informational, literary(poetry), and primary source(autobiographical) texts about Paul Revere.
https://www.paulreverehouse.org/
Wednesday Math: Review finding distance on a coordinate plane.:
https://youtu.be/ZbWzawYBpD4

PTO GALA - ‘PAR-TEE FORE THE KIDS’
Date: February 23, 2019
Time: 6-11pm
Where: Desert Canyon Bar & Grill
Contact the PTO for ticket information

Donations for the 5th grade basket are due by Wednesday, February 6, 2019.
Contact: dmale@fhacademics.org; Jenny.Guerrette@gmail.com; maggiekellymk@hotmail.com
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List of Class members for
Anthony
Milo
Megan
Emerson
Alex
Madi
Teryn
Drake

💖



2/14/19
Jake
Alli
Jacob
Riga
Abby
Nathan
Ryan
Natalie
Elias

Noah
Hanson
Abisia
Kynzi
Maris
Regan
Zaria
Colby

For Thursday, February 14, greeting cards are optional, but if you bring one, you MUST bring for ALL classmates.
No exceptions. Conduct ‘best buddy’ exchanges outside the common classroom (lunch and playground are okay).
No one deserves to feel left out. Treats are optional, but families are welcome to send in food if their child wishes to
host a treat during our party time at 2:20-3:00 that afternoon.😊
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EXECUTIVE FUNCTION EXPECTATIONS BY AGE
– I LOVE learning more about the brain and its development. Of course, our major concern in the classroom is academic growth, but we at FHUSD are strong believers in WHOLE CHILD development
because those who have good life skills frequently have a more successful academic career and a more effective launch into adulthood. Often, Executive Function is a topic discussed only in relation to
learning disabilities, but in fact, EVERYONE needs to develop these skills to be an emotionally healthy, productive, whole child and eventually an emotionally healthy, productive, whole adult. There are
many different measures of expectations, but this is a decent benchmark of normal Executive Function expectations by age. dbm

Ages 8-11
Run errands, including those involving a time delay, such as remembering to bring something home from school without reminders.
Perform chores that take 10-30 minutes; setting the table, dusting.
Bring books, papers, assignments to and from school.
Keep track of belongings when away from home.
Complete the majority of homework assignments without assistance (base: 1 hour maximum for regular education-dbm).
Plan simple school projects such as book reports; select book, read book, write report.
Remember changes in daily schedule including different after school activities.
Save money for desired objects and plan how to earn money.
Inhibit/self-regulate behaviors; maintain composure when teacher is out of the classroom; inhibit temper tantrums and bad manners.
Ages 12-14
(Note: The average 5th
  grader is on the cusp of the next level of social/emotional maturation.
This chronological bracket is 5th
  grade honors class year-end goal for emerging behavior to enter middle school honors classes-dbm)
Help out with chores around the home, including both daily responsibilities and occasional tasks that may take 60-90 minutes to complete; emptying dishwasher,
raking leaves, shoveling snow etc.
Able to safely babysit younger siblings
Appropriately use a system for organizing school work
Independently follow complex school schedule involving multiple transitions with teachers and classrooms.
Plan and carry out long-term projects, including tasks to be accomplished and a reasonable timeline to follow;
Plan time effectively, including after school activities, homework, family responsibilities
Inhibit rule breaking in the absence of visible authority
*Adapted From: Dawson, P. and Guar, R. Executive Skills in Children and Adolescents. New York: The Guilford, 2004
Executive Functioning Skills Checklist
Created by: North Shore Pediatric Therapy; Email: info@NSPT4kids.com www.NSPT4kids.com © 2011, North Shore Pediatric Therapy, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
For more information, visit: http://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/executive-function/

